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Yet more authors! Vic Sidel retired in 2013 and is now Distinguished University Professor of
Social Medicine Emeritus at Montefiore Medical Center and Albert Einstein College of
Medicine. He continues as a professor of public health at Weill Cornell Medical College and
writes papers on social medicine and the prevention of war.
Our new ’53 Memorialist Chris Webber is not the only prolific author among our pastoral
classmates. (Visit his website: www.clwebber.com.) Charlie Graves, with Interfaith
International which he co-founded, has been based in Geneva since 1968 (lucky guy!). He
recently published Families of the Domesday Book in 5 volumes and also 27 Essays on
Edward de Vere and William Shakespeare. Forthcoming next year will be Only One Human
Language, the sequel to his three volumes dealing with old languages and religions which
began with Proto-Religions in Central Asia in 1994. You will find more on Charlie’s website:
www.iverpublications.ch.
Literary agent Al Zuckerman has not reported on his own writings but is delighted that the
book by his client Michael Lewis ’80, “The Big Short”, is now in movie form with Brad Pitt
playing the lead role. Alas, Al did report on the October memorial service for Fred Cheyette
who died in August. Fred was a figurehead in the history department at Amherst and the author
of prize-winning Ermengarde And The World of The Troubadores of Narbonne.
Now into my fourth year at Kendal at Hanover and with Dartmouth two miles down the road, I
have been proud that Princeton ’53 usually outnumbered Dartmouth ‘53’s representation here.
We fielded Agnar Pytte, Nick Heyniger, Hal Hiser, and me. Alas, Ag died here on November
6. He had been a physics professor and then Provost here at Dartmouth College and then
President of Case Western Reserve University for twelve years. His wife Anah remains with
our Class of 1953 at Kendal. Two days later, Hal’s wife Margie died. A sad week for 1953 at
Kendal.

